
 

 

Tikona introduces Unlimited Usage Plans @ 2 Mbps for Rs.999/month 

 

Mumbai, June 17, 2012: If you fancy high speed broadband, unlimited usage and a cost effective tariff that 

fits your budget, Tikona Digital Network’s latest plan will fit your bill. Tikona offers unlimited usage @ 2 

Mbps speed for a monthly rental of Rs. 999 only. This is the first time ever that Indian consumers have been 

presented with an offer that combines unlimited usage and high speed at an unmatched price.  

Announcing the ‘Unlimited Usage Monthly Super Saver’ plan, Heramb Ranade, Chief Marketing Officer said, 

“Broadband has become an integral part of home and office experience. Our new plan is a step forward in 

transforming the aspirations of the Indian consumer into reality by making high speed, unrestricted usage 

affordable.”  

The new unlimited plans from Tikona have a lot to offer for discerning broadband users. Unlike other 

unlimited plans in the market, Tikona offers unlimited plans with ‘no usage restriction’ and ‘no speed 

downgrade’. Customers can avail of a free installation service if they choose an annual or six monthly 

subscriptions and fifty percent waiver if opting for three months subscription. This makes them by far, the 

most cost effective plans available in the market. 

Tikona offers customers the facility wherein they can ‘Test Speed and Then Pay’ through a live demo and go 

for payment only after satisfactory results. The company also encourages consumer to opt for “buy internet 

on internet” through their official website (www.tikona.in/subscribe). All that the consumer needs to do is 

check availability of our service in their location, shop for attractive tariff plans and purchase the services. 

About Tikona Digital Networks 

Tikona Digital Networks was founded in 2008 by veterans from the telecom industry, who have built some of 

the largest telecom networks in India. With a vision to be a leading Broadband and IT services company, 

offering innovative products and solutions to home, enterprise and service provider customers in India, 

Tikona Digital Networks believes that the next generation services will change India’s digital landscape and 

way of internet communication. TDN is adequately funded by global investors and has the highest standards 

of compliance to social and corporate governance. Tikona has the widest coverage in the 38 cities where it 

operates and enjoys the confidence of more than 2,75,000 broadband users. The company is placed amongst 

the top 3 broadband service providers in a short period of just 3 years.  

For further information please log on to - http://www.tikona.in/ 
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